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N

atural human communication involves complex
visual and audio behavior,
and often context and joint
interaction with the surrounding environment, to create a rich
and satisfying experience. However,
widely used virtual meeting systems
such as WebEx and Skype still provide
rather limited functionalities and hardly
maintain the experience of an in-person
meeting. In particular, traditional systems lack a sense of colocation and
interaction as in a face-to-face meeting
due to the separate displays of remote
participants and poor integration with
the shared collaborative contents. As a
result, teleimmersive (TI) systems that
aim to provide natural user experiences
and interaction have attracted increasing
research interest [1]. High-end telepresence products such as Cisco TelePresence or HP’s Halo were expressly
designed to create the perception of
meeting in the same physical space. But
to achieve such an experience, these systems require a proprietary installation
and high setup costs. Recently, some
three-dimensional (3-D) TI systems have
been developed to enhance remote collaboration by merging remote participants into the same 3-D virtual space
[2]–[4]. However, these systems still fall
short of simulating a face-to-face collaboration with the presence of shared contents. Also, the required bulky and
expensive hardware with nontrivial calibration and setup hinders their wide adoption. With the wide availability of low-cost,
commodity computing devices with
embedded video cameras, microphones,
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and ubiquitous Internet access adequate
for real-time media, the dream of highquality TI communication should finally
be within our reach.
Achieving the dream of natural interactive communication at a distance with
low-cost personal computing devices
presents several new challenges that
high-cost, dedicated systems can avoid.
Since (unlike the Halo system with its
dedicated, carefully purpose-designed
physical environment, acquisition and
display hardware, and dedicated network
communication link) such a system may
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high-quality TI
communication
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be used in any distracting environment
and background, so a commodity telepresence system must detect and segment
the user(s) from any type of background
scene. It must also successfully and reliably do so with any common camera
device in any variety of illumination conditions without prior calibration. Since
the communication must utilize the
Internet, it must be robust to network
bandwidth variations, latency, and temporary dropouts, and the data must be efficiently compressed into a low bandwidth.
We also desire to the ability to enable
multiparty participation and interaction
with virtual electronic objects such as
presentations or imagery. A natural and
high-quality audio experience is critical to
achieve a sense of truly “being there,” as
well as to enable users to parse a complex

scene to know who is speaking and when,
so the audio should maintain a correct
3-D spatial rendering and remove background noise and interference. Finally, all
of these elements must be seamlessly
integrated in a system of low enough
computational complexity to operate in
real time on commodity hardware.
In this column, we present a real-time
immersive telepresence system for entertainments and meetings (ITEM) based
on a low-cost, flexible setup (e.g., a Webcam and/or a depth camera and a desktop/laptop connected to the Internet).
The system puts remote participants into
the same virtual space and seamlessly
integrates them with any shared contents for a more natural person-to-person interaction. With the addition of a
depth camera and a low-cost microphone array, ITEM supports spatialized
3-D audio, active speaker detection, and
gesture-based controls to reproduce
nonverbal signals and interactions with
the shared contents in an intuitive and
effective manner. The key points of ITEM
are highlighted in Table 1 compared to
existing TI solutions.
The remainder of this column describes
a complete design and implementation of
such a system by addressing the challenges and key components in the whole
pipeline of media processing, communication, and display.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our focus is on the system aspects in
building such a lightweight practical TI
system that maximizes the end-user
experience, optimizes the system and
network resources, and enables a variety
of TI application scenarios. We consider
major practical requirements in our
design to build a system that supports
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[Table 1] A Comparison between an ITEM and the existing video teleconferencing solutions.
Solutions

Setup cost

Hardware

Network

Audio/video quality

Quality of experience

High-end Telepresence
(Cisco, HP’s Halo)

Extremely
high

Dedicated setup,
propriety hardware

Dedicated
bandwidth

Life-size video quality,
studio room quality

Immersive illusion,
peripheral awareness

NTII [2], TEEVE [3], Being
There [4]

High

Bulky, expensive
3-D camera setup,
blue screen

Internet2
network

Reliable video cutout,
low 3-D video quality,
low frame rate,
standard audio

3-D immersive rendering,
body interaction and
collaboration

2-D TI systems (Virtual
Low
meeting [5], Coliseum [6],
Cute Chat [7])

Standard PCs—audio, Internet
video peripherals,
multiple cameras
(in Coliseum)

Unreliable video
cutout, low video
resolution, low frame
rate, standard audio

Immersive discussion,
without supporting nonverbal
signals/cues and
collaboration

Standard video
conferencing (Skype)

Low

Standard PCs—audio, Internet
video peripherals

Medium-to-high video
quality, standard audio

Nonimmersive, without
nonverbal collaboration

ITEM

Low

Standard PCs—audio, Internet
video peripherals,
depth cam (optional),
microphone array

Robust, reliable cutout,
support HD resolution
high frame rate, spatial
audio, speaker detection

Immersive, natural
conversation with
nonverbal collaboration

multimodality (audio/video, shared contents), scalability for a large number of
participants and concurrent meetings,
flexibility in a system setup [two-dimensional (2-D) color Webcam and/or 3-D
depth camera], and desirable functionality to best suit different application contexts. As an end result, we present several
interesting applications and user experiences created by ITEM. Figure 1(a) gives
an overview of the ITEM system, where
only the pair of a sender and a receiver is
shown for simplicity. At the sender site, a
commodity Webcam (or a depth camera)
captures a live video stream, which is processed with our video object cutout technique to segment out object A in real
time. The foreground object stream is
then encoded using chroma key-based
object coding prior to transmission over
the Internet, reaching the receiver site
under the management of an enhanced
video delivery scheme. After decoding the
video object, a clean segmentation map
recovery method is applied to reconstruct
a clean foreground segmentation map,
which would otherwise contain boundary
artifacts caused by compressing object
video with background chroma keying.
Finally, the user has a range of options on
how to compose the final video to be displayed. He or she can choose to merge
his/her own object video into the final
frames, while the background (e.g., slides,
photos) can be selected either from the
local store, or streamed dynamically from
the Internet as shared resources. In a
group teleconferencing scenario, a

low-cost compact microphone array is
used to provide 3-D audio capture and
reproduction as well as active speaker
detection and tracking. The new communication experiences and compelling
functionalities created by ITEM can be
seen in a video on YouTube (http://youtu.
be/cuRvXcLUIR4). For all technical
details and quantitative evaluation of our
technologies and the comparison with
other existing approaches, we refer readers to a technical report [8].

Separate
coding and delivery
of meaningful
foreground objects
decomposed from
captured signals
is also crucial
in TI systems.

VIDEO OBJECT CUTOUT
Video object cutout is essential to enable
the immersive experience in the ITEM system. Assuming that the background is
known and the Webcam is static, we have
developed a practical solution for segmenting a foreground layer in real time
from a live video captured by a single Webcam. Though this assumption appears
somewhat constrained, a good solution
can be widely deployed and it enables the
aforementioned exciting systems with no
additional cost. In fact, segmenting the

foreground layer accurately from a complex scene where various changes can happen in the background is still rather
challenging. Compared with state-of-theart segmentation techniques, our technology has the following advantages: 1)
reliable segmentation with high accuracy
under challenging conditions, 2) real-time
speed [18–25 frames per second (FPS) for
video graphics array (VGA) resolution,
14–18 FPS for high-definition (HD)-resolution] on a commodity hardware such as
a laptop/desktop, and 3) ease of use with
little or no user intervention in the initialization phase. Based on a unified optimization framework, our technology
probabilistically fuses different cues
together with spatial and temporal priors
for accurate foreground segmentation. In
particular, the proposed technology consists of two major steps, i.e., layer estimation and labeling refinement. When a
depth camera is available, the current
framework can also be automatically configured to utilize the important depth
information for more reliable inference,
while leveraging several other key components also shared by the Webcam-based
object cutout flow. Figure 1(b) and (c)
shows foreground segmentation results
using different setups (e.g., with/without
using a depth camera) under challenging
test conditions.
OBJECT-BASED CODING
Separate coding and delivery of meaningful
foreground objects decomposed from captured signals is also crucial in TI systems.
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[Fig1] An overview of the ITEM system (a) with the key real-time video object cutout technology using (b) a normal Webcam or
(c) a depth (plus RGB) camera. From left to right: system setup, input video frame, and cutout result. Some video composition
effects are shown in (d).

This not only facilitates object-based processing such as immersive rendering in a
shared environment but also eases the network traffic by discarding irrelevant background information. In ITEM, we use an
efficient object-based video coding using a

chroma-key-based scheme with a high coding efficiency H.264 codec, where a
chroma-key color is used as the background [9]. A new, fast-mode decision
method speeds up the encoding process by
considering the characteristics of real-life

conferencing videos (e.g., containing sudden, complex motion such as hand gestures, facial expressions) to eliminate
unnecessary coding modes, which reduces
both the bandwidth and the computational
requirements by factors of three to four [7],
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[Fig2] Speaker detection based on visual cue and localization using our (a) low-cost compact microphone array to enhance the
communication experience by immersively rendering the active speaker with (b) the shared background.

[9]. This is important to reduce the complexity of highly computational H.264
encoder, leaving more central processing
unit (CPU) resources for other tasks. For
the incoming object videos, a nonlinear
neighborhood filter is used in the
binary mask recovery to attain a clean
segmentation map by removing speckle
labelling noise due to video coding quantization artifacts.
3-D SOUND CAPTURE,
RENDER, LOCALIZATION
Multiparty TI systems are greatly
enhanced by spatial sound and the detection of speakers, especially with multiple
participants at a single site. Unlike the
existing systems requiring a large spatially separated microphone array, we
built a very compact microphone array
[10], where four collocated miniature
microphones approximate an acoustic
vector sensor (AVS) [Figure 2(a)]. This
AVS array consists of three orthogonally
mounted acoustic particle velocity gradient microphones X, Y, and Z and one
omnidirectional acoustic pressure microphone O, which is referred to as the
XYZO array. Gradient microphones provide additional spatial acoustic information in the amplitude as well as the time
difference compared to standard microphone arrays. As a result, the XYZO array
offers better performance in a much
smaller size. In this system, we, for the
first time, deploy and evaluate the XYZO

array for the 3-D capture and sound
source localization (SSL) Our 3-D audio
capture and reproduction utilizes
beamforming techniques to reconstruct
each beam through the corresponding
head-related transfer function (HRTF) to
emulate human sound localization based
on the filtering effects of the human ear.
Meanwhile, 3-D SSL is based on a
frequency-domain 3-D spatial search to
estimate direction of arrival (DOA). Interested readers can refer to [10] and [11] for
more details.
In group teleconferencing, our system
not only supports 3-D audio perception
but also active speaker detection. With
the addition of a depth sensor, the visual
content of the active speaker can be accurately tracked and segmented by fusing
both audio and visual cues. This will
enable a compelling and effective communication experience by immersively
rendering the active speaker with the
shared contents [see Figure 2 (b)] [12].
MULTIPARTY NETWORKING
STRUCTURE
Media data between two clients in ITEM
are exchanged in a peer-to-peer (P2P)
manner. To provide the scalability, our system design supports a mechanism to flexibly specify the transmission structure for
media data during a session initialization.
Currently, we support two architectures
for data transmission among multiple users: 1) decentralized ad hoc structure for a

small group meeting, and 2) multicastbased structure for one-to-many connections. In the decentralized ad hoc
structure, we use a node as a designated
translator, which establishes P2P connections to other nodes. Each node in a session will only transmit data to the
designated translator, which in turn relays
the data back to all nodes. The design is
simple and inexpensive compared with a
centralized solution with a dedicated multipoint control unit (MCU), while it avoids
the computing and bandwidth bottleneck
with an increased number of concurrent
sessions. Compared with a full-mesh connection, the uplink bandwidth at each
node is significantly reduced and independent of the number of users, except for the
translator node. Meanwhile, the multicastbased structure is used to support a large
number of passive users (e.g., in e-learning), where overlay multicast techniques
are employed, if necessary. The current design makes it easy to enhance and extend
the networking capabilities in the future.
SYSTEM DESIGN
AND IMPLEMENTATION
A modular design approach is used to
improve reusability, extensibility, and reconfigurability in various application
contexts. Figure 3 depicts the simplified
data flows and major components of an
ITEM client.
The session control manages the initialization and control of a communication
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[Fig3] The simplified diagram of the key components of an ITEM client and the main data flow in the ITEM system architecture.

session including both resource information (e.g., media capabilities, transmission
paths) and process management (e.g., initiation, termination) by communicating
with a control server through session control protocol (SCP).
The role of the media engine is to process both the local media prior to transmission and the incoming media from
remote users for immersive composition.
The engine provides seamless audio/video
communication among users through a
video/audio channel, while shared contents (e.g., documents, media-rich information) are processed through a meta
channel. Object-based video processing
(e.g., video cutout and object coding) are
processed within video channel while
audio channel accommodates 3-D sound
processing and SSL for spatialized audio
and speaker detection. To meet the lowlatency requirement and to improve the
system performance, multithreading

[Table 2] An analysis of latency
(ms).
Video object cutout
Video object encoding
Network (jitter, relay, etc.)
Rendering and display
End-to-end latency

38–54
24–38
28–43
12–30
102–165

techniques are employed to independently
handle different channels and incoming
data from each remote user. The segmented user objects from different sources
are merged with shared contents from the
metachannel in an immersive and interactive manner [Figure 1(d)] through the
immersive rendering module. While
refreshing the composed frame upon
receiving new data from any source is
desired for low-latency rendering, such a
rendering strategy will overload the CPU
usage due to a high rendering frame rate
incurred. Thus, a master clock is used to
update and render the composed frame at
some frame rate (e.g., 30 FPS) without
introducing any noticeable delay.
For a more natural interaction with
the shared contents, the use of a keyboard and a mouse to interact with the
system should be avoided whenever
appropriate. With the addition of a depth
camera, we employ hand gestures to
interact with the system and provide
users a comfortable experience through
the multimodal interaction control module. Currently, we support several hand
gestures to control the shared contents
(e.g., paging through the slides or changing the virtual room background).
The transport channel communicates
with the session control and media engine

modules to create an appropriate connection for data transmission in various channels based on the transmission architectures
and data types. The module assigns and
manages the list of destinations (e.g.,
a remote user address or a multicast
address, if available). Real-time audio/video
data is transmitted using real-time transport protocol (RTP) in conjunction with
real-time transport control protocol
(RTCP) built on top of user datagram protocol (UDP) packetization.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
We deployed ITEM to conduct multiparty
conferencing over the Internet using the
decentralized ad hoc structure for the
overall system performance evaluation.
With the compressed video bit rate of
500 kbits/s, ITEM can easily support up
to six participants within a session and
run comfortably at a real-time speed. The
typical end-to-end latency is reported in
Table 2. We also measured the total CPU
usage of about 35–40% (about 15% for
video object cutout, 10% for video coding/decoding and rendering, 10% for
other tasks). With an increased number
of participants in a session, we observed
about a 10–15% increase in CPU workload [for ten connections over the local
area network (LAN) that is consumed by
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the decoding and rendering processes].
The results show that our system has
better scalability compared with [4],
where almost 100% of the CPU is utilized
for only about three participants, leading
to a significantly lower frame rate with
more participants.
In the case of group conferencing with
multiple participants at a site, we observed
that the 3-D SSL module could detect the
angle of a speaker with an accuracy of 6˚ in
real time. Together with the user-tracking
information obtained through a depth
sensor, this always led to accurate active
speaker identification and his/her correct
video content extraction. It is worth mentioning that the speaker’s video switched
too often whenever there was a noise
sound source within a short period, which
was distracting. To eliminate this undesired effect, we used a threshold to verify
the 3-D SSL new detection output. The
system only switches to the new speaker
video when a consistent detection output
is presented within a certain period.
USER EXPERIENCE
To validate the system from a user perspective, we customized and deployed
ITEM in a variety of application scenarios such as business meetings, group
teleconferencing, and video chats to conduct extensive user studies.
For business meeting scenarios, we
designed several rendering modes to naturally put participants in the same designed
virtual meeting space or shared contents,
allowing participants the freedom to navigate around the virtual background
(Figure 4). The system supports a variety of
collaborative contents from slides, documents, media-rich contents, and even desktop windows through the metachannel. We
deployed our system for internal trials and
collected some useful initial feedback.
Users liked the virtual meeting room
design, which gave them a strong sense
of presence in the same physical space
without any distracting, private backgrounds. Although users were not fully
satisfied with the current layout in the
content-sharing mode when there were
many remote participants, this mode was
often preferred due to the need of sharing
collaborative content during a meeting

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

[Fig4] (a)–(d) The multiparty immersive video communication for an effective
business online meeting and fun video chat is shown.

and its effectiveness for conveying the
gesture signals to the shared contents. It
was observed that when there was a single participant at a location, the user preferred a simple setup of a Webcam
without using a depth camera for gesture-based control.
In the case of group teleconferencing,
we employed spatial audio and active
speaker detection. Users liked the immersive visual composition of the active
speaker into the shared presentation
slides. They felt the quality of the meeting
was more effective due to how simple it
was to keep track of both the slide contents and the speaker video at the same
time. Meanwhile, in discussions without
any shared contents, users felt that
immersive audio could assist them in
quickly identifying who was talking and
perceiving the direct conversation flow.
In addition to teleconferencing solutions for the business domain, ITEM was
also deployed in the consumer space as a
lightweight TI video chat application to
bring fun, exciting additions to the video
chat experience. The system allowed
friends and distant family members to

experience a sense of togetherness by creating a virtual space to let them see, interact, and do something fun together. Being
able to separate users from the background, the application let users apply
video effects such as blurring the background or stylizing the user video (see
right-most image in Figure 1(d)]. We
have demonstrated our application at various technical festivals and conducted
user experience surveys (Figure 4). Users
liked this new feature of instantly sharing
something as fun and exciting as the
background while conducting video chats
at the same time. They were impressed by
the high quality of the real-time segmentation of the foreground from live videos,
and felt that his/her Webcam had been
transformed into one that was intelligent.
Users also enjoyed the immersive video
chat features, where they felt more tightly
connected with remote friends.
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crucial for the improvement of existing
applications and the search for novel procedures for diagnosing and treating effectively
life-threatening diseases. Therefore, further
research in this field is encouraged.
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